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Taskforce unveils WSU plan draft
by Jim Riccioli
The Winona State Strategic
Planning Committee, a taskforce
responsible for developing a
comprehensive document to
guide the university in academic
adjustments, has unveiled its initial draft of the WSU Campus
Plan for 1983-1993.
The plan was presented by the
taskforce Monday at an all-university meeting in the Performing
Arts Center's Main Stage
Auditorium, and will be presented
to various campus groups
throughout the week.
Comprising of data collected
over the past academic years, the
plan details the course of WSU
for the next decade. The package
was put together between January and April, though the taskforce's formation dates back to
last year.
It was formed as a method of
satisfying the state's need for
system responses to projected
enrollment declines through
1995.
The first draft released this
week will be revised and finalized
by May 25, when the new draft is
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scheduled to be sent to the Chancellor's Office in St. Paul. Revisions will be based on input presented by students, administrators, faculty, support staff and
other WSU-related constituencies who will meet with taskforce
members this week, according to
Jim Reynolds, committee cochair.
Taskforce members will prepare the final draft for printing
next week.
According to Reynolds, the
plan "provides the university with
a set of general directions, needs
and priorities, but is lacking a
blueprint.
"I would hope that in the
coming weeks, the committee
could come forward with a set of
specified recommendations on
some of these general directions
to help the campus set an action
agenda for itself," he said.
At the all-university meeting
Monday, committee members
acknowledged that the plan was
put together quicker than some
thought it should have been,
though Reynolds said the
committee is confident that the
document served a ground-break-

ing purpose in university planning. An independent University
of Minnesota strategic planning
study took 2-3 years, he noted in
comparison.
"We've been subjected to what
some consider an unrealistic
timeline for the last five months,"
Reynolds said at the meeting
Monday. "We have to subject
everyone else to that now" by requiring a Friday deadline for constitutents' suggestions.
Dr. Jonathon Lawson, the taskforce's other co-chair, added that
the plan "is not stated in the
depth we might want to see it in
the future."
Reynolds told the Winonan
that the committee will recommend to WSU President Thomas
Stark that he established another
committee to develop the blueprint for and continue the study
of strategic planning.
"It is my hope that a strategic
planning committee continue on
after fall quarter and keep this
whole process going," Reynolds
said. "We would refine on what
we've done so far, and actually
start implementing some of the
things and developing the blue-

print."
"(The plan) represents a halfstep forward and is more general
than specific," he said. "In two
years, we are going to have to
submit a new plan to the system
office and the Legislature. We will
use this first plan as a guide to
setting an action agenda for ourselves."
Reynolds said the plan, more
accurately described as a "twoyear plan" instead of a 10-year
plan, has identified the need to
look at some of WSU's existing
programs in terms of productivity, staffing and cost.
Specifically, the study broke
down enrollment for departments
over the last several years and
projected future growth. The plan
also summarized which programs
were in "high demand". They
included accounting, business
administration, computer
science, elementary education,
mass communications, nursing
and paralegal, which accounted
for an average of 65 percent of
the total number of demand
undergraduate majors in Fall
1982 and 1983. Graduate
programs in "high demand" were

business administration, counselor education, educatiori and
educational administration.
The report also said that WSU
drew 52.2 percent of its undergraduate and graduate students
from the region, and projected
that WSU will increase its regional draw and partially moderate a projected 7.3 percent enrollment decline through 1989. The
plan included reference to the
Rochester-Winona "two-plustwo" proposal.
Describing the typical Winona
State student as "a white female
22-year-old Minnesotan who
attends school full time and who
is receiving some sort of financial aid," the taskforce suggested
that the institution would
eventually increase the number
of international students and
older or non-traditional students.
The plan said that "future
trends in academic programs will
likely emphasize a combination
of programming for the technical,
practical and career-minded
students along with programs
which maintain and strengthen
liberal arts."

2 building brought closer by hospital sale

by Greg Abbott
Winona State moved one step
closer to finalizing the funds for
the "two-plus-two" building when
the Olmsted County Board sold
six Rochester State Hospital

buildings to the U.S. Bureau of
Prisons last week.
Harriet Scott, a spokesperson
for the Olmsted Better Community Group, said the citizen's
group was dismayed by the quick
sale, but still plans to carry

through with the lawsuit.
"We were dismayed at the
swift action of the county to sell
the hospital to the prison;" said
Scott. "Earlier the county had rejected referendums and petitions
from the people because they

said it was too early for people to
comment because they didn't
know all the facts."
She said the county promised
that once the facts of the sale
were known, the people could
express their feelings about it.

Warrior Baseball Coach Gary Grob shows his excitement with the announcement that the team captured the NIC crown. (photo
by Douglas E. Smyth)

"Obviously, they tried to avoid
legal action by selling the hospital
to the prison bureau before the
citizens could have any input,"
said Scott. "But the sale will not
deter us. We will take legal
action." —
Board members felt that it was
necessary to sell the hospital
buildings before the Olmsted
Citizens for a Better Community
group could file lawsuits to prevent the sale to the prison
bureau.
But the better community group
is still planning to go ahead with
the lawsuit, said Harriet Scott, a
leading spokesperson of the
group.
Although higher education officials were happy with the move,
citizens in the Rochester area became angry at board members for
selling the hospital to the prison
bureau.
Death threats by angry citizens
were directed toward Joan Sass,
Country Board chair and Alderman Gordon Bluhm.
Bluhm was threatened if he refused to support the Olmsted
group's proposal to stop the
sale of the hospital to the prison.
Sass was threatened with a car
bomb because she had
supported the prison sale.
Until
the
"two-plus-two"
building is finished, Winona State
will continue to lease the Golden
Hill School until June 30, 1985.
Winona State has rented the
Golden Hill School since 1982,
paying $37,100 per academic year
while also providing fuel, utilities
and janitorial maintenance for the
building.
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WSU has taken on a new look in past year
installed as the area's vice president, replacing Wendell Jahnke,
who took a position with a
company named lnvesters Diversified Services.
Tanner
Dennis
Deans
(Business and Industry) and Ruth
Hopf (acting, Education) have resigned and have been replaced by
acting deans Dr. Ken Gorman and
Dr. Ev Eiken, respectively. Dr.
Jonathon Lawson, dean of Liberal
Arts, will end his tenure with
WSU July 14 to take a deanship at
the University of Hartford, Conn.,
and Ed Jacobsen, dean of learning services, will also depart.
Department heads are also on
the way out. Tom Sternal, Art department chair, will leave before
the second summer session to
begin work at a new position, and
Jacque Reidelberger, chair of
Communications and Theater
Arts department, will take a leave
of absence from his last year of
his third three-year term as its
chair. Several other department
changes may be in the working,
according to Stark.
• Physical changes — No smokestack looms over Somsen Hall
this year. In its place is an elevator shaft and an access hall
cutting through the first floor of
the building. The building also received better-insulated windows
and sky lights on the third floor.
Outside of Minne Hall a sculpture named Flameaux, constructed by Sternal and WSU student

by Jim Riccioli
May 25, graduation day for 663
students at Winona State will
bear little resemblence in some
instances to the university's
graduation day of one year
earlier.
The following are some of the
examples which indicate the
many changes WSU has undergone emotionally and physically
since May 27, 1983, graduation
day for another 710 students.

• Administrative changes —
WSU has under gone many administrative changes in the past
year. They range from top to
bottom in the administrative hierarchy.
Dr. Charles Sorenson, who will
begin his work as vice president
of Academic Affairs June 1, will
replace Acting Vice President Dr.
Robert DuFresne. DuFresne served in place of Dr. Helen
Popovich, who resigned to
become president of Florida
Atlantic University in Boca Raton,
Fla., last year. Popovich had also
served as acting president of
WSU, installed when former
President Dr. Robert Hansen fell
victim to a stroke.
Stark, officially selected by the
State University Board to replace
Hansen April 28, 1983, took office
July 1. He was officially inaugurated April 7.
In University Relations, Dr.
Richard Struck was only recently

camera with ROKKOR-X
45mm F2 lens. Excellent
condition. With case. $110.
Call 454-4089. Ask for Jim.
MI MI I

Winona State
survives
administration
changes,
physical changes
and
emotional changes
under Stark's
administration
11•111111111 ■111111111
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• Emotional changes — By the
end of Spring, '83, the faculty was
still screaming foul concerning
faculty retrenchments imposed
by Acting President Popovich.
The fate of 12 faculty members
was still uncertain and Inter
Faculty Organization
leaders
were calling for Popvich's decisions to be rescinded.

The state and the faculty had
just barely begun negotiations
for a new teacher contract for
1983-95, but the issue wouldn't
be settled for another seven
months and not before the
faculty presented several
charges against the state which
suggested the state were
negotiating in bad faith. Strike
talk was more than remote. Some
students were still moaning
about the election of Student
Senate President-elect Brad
Arndt, though he survived an
attempt to disqualify him on the
basis of broken campaign rules.

chancellor's office and the IFO.
The Student Senate elections
produced clear wide-margin
winners in its top offices with
only one objection, relatively low
key when compared to the year
before, to a sophomore senator
elected.
Officials
for
Rochester
Community College and Winona
State helped develop the
eventual "two-plus-two" proposal
which was sent to the state
Legislature. Legislators balked
on an all-out approval and legally
tied the plan to the sale of the
Rochester State Hospital.
Officials in Winona and
Rochester professed confidence
that the sale would be completed
and that "two-plus-two" would
become a reality.
The
possible
Rochester
extension partly alleviated fears
that WSU would be hard hit by
enrollment declines, but for good
measure, a new set of enrollment
projections prepared by the HECB
were found to be more in line with
WSU projections.
Some
students,
however,
notably students who have
parents residing a distance away,
were angry that Spring
Commencement was scheduled
for a Friday, which is a regular
non-holiday work day. It seemed
to be the only issue, ironically on
the final day of the year, which
remained unresolved until the
end.

Rather threatening figures had
been released earlier by the
Higher Education Coordinating
Board concerning the declining
enrollment of WSU and other
state universities. And
discussion relating to WSU's
expansion into Rochester was
not a popular subject among
local officials:
tension
year
later,
One
surrounding all of those issues
has subsided, though not all the
issues have been settled. Stark
re-instated all of the faculty who
were still without work for the
academic year, though only two
had their full tenure restored.
Others were signed to fixed-term
contracts.
The faculty of the state
overwhelmingly approved the
agreement reached between the

Spring bike tune-up —$10
Fast, reliable service
Fountain City Bike
Fountain City, WI

Minolta SRT 201 35mm SLR
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Stephanie Fraase.
But actual changes at WSU ,
were far overshadowed by what
might be in the immediate and
not-so-immediate future. The
Minnesota Legislature recently
agreed to fund $4 million so plans
to remodel Somsen Hall can begin next year, and next year's
Legislature will be asked to grant
another $2 million.
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Student Senate presidents look back and ahead
thing, you're going to have
failures and you're going to have
successes," said Arndt.
Arndt said he felt he played a
major role throughout the year as
a representative of the students
to the faculty and administration.
"The Student Senate president
represents the voice of 5,000
students," Arndt said. "This year
much of my time was engaged in
addressing various functions in

Arndt:
1983-84
by Dale Kurschner
Outgoing Winona State Student Senate President Brad Arndt
said he feels he and his administration accomplished things
quite well this year, after entering
the office as an "outsider of the
Senate" last fall.
"I understood when I went in
that I'd have adverse feelings toward me," Arndt said. "When a
newcomer becomes the
president of an organization and
was never in there before, you
certainly can't expect people to
treat him like everyone else."
Some of the Senate's accomplishments during the year that
Arndt pointed out are the
increased library hours on
Sunday nights, opened gym
facilities for weekend use, increase in newsletters from the
Senate office and increases in in,
communication between the
Senate and the university's
faculty and administration.
"We tried very hard at different
areas in the Senate," said Arndt.
"One project was trying to get a
voting poll on campus.
"We failed on that, but like any-

the area, in traveling with the
president and in speaking to
various organizations promoting
the university. That gave visibility
to the univeristy and the
students."
University President Thomas
Stark said, "Brad served as a
superb representative of the
student body in assisting with
need legislation for the State
University System."

Two areas Stark said Arndt was
involved with were the funding
for the renovation of Somsen Hall
and the Rochester "two-plustwo" plan.
"Arndt took a strong stand on
the 'two-plus-two' project, and I
shared his views that it was in
Winona's best interest to continue to provide those upper-level
courses in Rochester," said Rep.
Tim Penny.

Continued on page 9

"It's only a doll."
"But this is a doll that even grownups would like to have."
"We have to find it and destroy it!"
Wait Until Dark May 10.15
Tickets available today through May 15 at
PAC Box Office.

KING OF BEERS ®

Pregnant?

IN RAMURAL HIGHLIGHT

and afraid?
There is a friend who cares.

Budweiser would like to congratulate all the fine men and women who
participated in Intramural softball this year.

irthright

Final Standings for 1984 Intramural Men's Softball
W

SUTIOC
Dick's Batters (DB)
A-Team
B&F

4
4
4
0

Chuggers
Pinchhitters

0
0

L
1
1
1
5
5
5

T
0
0
0
0
0
0

0
2
2
2
4
4

0
0

Tues., 3:00
Buck's Brusiers
(SBs)
One Hitters
Hurricanes
Mud Hens
Happy Hour

5
3
2
2
1

0
0

Tues., 5:00
Sisters
Inches
Lumberjacks
Shitz
Unknowns
Clippers
Squitters
Sig Tau

W L T
5
4
3
2
2
2
1
0

0
1
2
3
3
3
4
5

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

4
4
4
3
3
1
1
0

1
1
1
2
2
3

0
0
0
0
0
1

W L T

Gritters
P.F. Flyers
Kamikazees
Outsiders
Beldars
G-Force
Skulls
Four baggers

5 0
4 1
3 1
3 2
2 3
1 3
1 4
0 5

0
0

3
1
5 0

Huff St. Heroes
Has Beens
C.L.I.'s
Back Rows
Softballers (SB)
Irish
Wonders
Longballers (LB)

5
4
3
3
2
1
1
0

0
0

0
1
,1,
2
3
3
4
5

Fuzzy Ducks
Goose Girls (GG)
PAPA
AAT
Administrators
AAO

Thurs., 3:00

W

L
0
1
2
3
3
0 5

4
4
2
2
2

1
0
1
0
0
0

Wed., 3:00
Ball Busters (BB)
4th Floor
Shepps
YIPPY
H.B.
Flywatchers
Chuggers
Mike's Team

5
4
3
3
3
2
1
0

0
1
2
2
2
3
4
5

0
0
0
0
0
0
0

0

Wed., 5:00
No Name
Mashers
Bunheads
Last Timers
4th Base
Joes Does
Brewers
A Team

W L T
5
4
3
3
2
2
2
0

0 0
1 0
1
1
1
1
3 0
3 0
3 0
5 0

Conway Twitters
Stealers
Heroettes
Stammers
Bad News Bears
T. Bears

W
3
3
3
2
2
0

0
0

0
0
1
0
0

L
1
1
2 0
2 0
2
3 0
5 0

free confidential help

Papa John's
End of the Year 1
Thank You 1
Special
1

1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
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$2.00 off
large pizza
(one or more toppings)
offer good 4-closing
Expires 5/25184

4

1

Thurs., 4:00
Brew Crew
Guttersnipes
PYT
Doodees
Brewski's
Saloon Mops
MAMA
Buddies

452-2421
free pregnancy test

0
0

Thurs., 5:00

Wed., 4:00
Bud Boys
Sod busters
Phi Stemma
Dogs
Fighting J
Bar Majors
Old Drillers
Mimmil

Thurs., 3:00

Final Standings for 1984 Intramural Women's Softball
Tues., 4:00

Student Senate President-elect
Mary Hermsen said she plans on
improving Student Senate's
credibility among students next
year.
"We've got a very bad credibility problem right now with the
students," Hermsen said. "My
main goal is to show that the
Senate is a credible organization
and is here for their benefit and
not just to squabble for themselves."
Hermsen said one way she
hopes to gain back credibility for
the Senate is to have it do some
of its own public relations work
rather than relying on the press.
Hermsen said one tool they
would use is a newsletter, "hopefully a weekly containing all the
small scale things we do that students can directly relate to or at
least relate to more on a one-toone basis with. That will say to
them that we are actually working
for them."
Administration, faculty and the
university system are other areas
Hermsen hopes to communicate to
students about.

President-elect Mary Hermsen tries out the president's chair. (photo by Mark Hoffman)

Budweiser®
Tues., 2:00

Hermsen
1984-85

5
4
3
3
2
2
0
0

0
1
2
2
3
3
5
5

Bud Quote: "Winners dwell on the rewards of success rather than the penalties of failure."
Budweiser Final Note: Budweiser's I.M. Highlights are brought to WSU students by
Anheuser-Busch Inc. and their Winona Wholesaler: Schott Distributing.
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Have A Good Summerli
1 See You This Fall!
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One final thought
On this occasion, the writing of my 33rd and final editorial, I
would like to take an exit from the standard, professional, detached
approach and write from a more personal perspective.
It would be quite easy for me to say that I'm glad I'm almost done
and that I'm sick of Winona and Winona State. But that would be
untrue.
Yes, as any graduating senior can attest to, my patience is becoming a bit worn and frayed, and I'm ready for something new. At
the same time, however, I look at Winona State, which has been my
home, my livelihood, my challenge for the last four years, and I'm
glad that I chose to spend an important part of my life here.
I once said that I'd become disillusioned with higher education,
that it had become overly formulized and unresponsive, but later examinations of the people and the processes have forced me to reconsider. And, in fact, I find the state of higher education today
exciting.
Higher education, I believe, is one of the most influential,
dynamic institutions in this country. Winona State, for example,
has gone through some tremendous changes in the past year or
two. A university that was once ulcerous and unhappy is now
working together and optimistically looking toward the future.
The effects of this transformation are evident every where. The
university is no longer at a standstill — it is again providing leadership and growth. And everyone has picked up on this optimism.
Over a year ago it was reported on these same editorial pages
that the important, triadic relationship between students, faculty
and administrators was crumbling. Today, however, that trend has
reversed and the bonds are becoming stronger than ever before.
It would also be easy for me to say that I'm still unhappy with the
administrators or the faculty or the students. But, again, this would
be untrue.
Yes there are administrators, faculty members and students who
I've grown tired of, but for every one of these individuals who
comes to mind, at least 30 or 40 other extremely impressive individuals also emerge.
Most administrators, those who we see and recognize as well as
those who we never see, work hard to assure that students are provided with quality education. The faculty at Winona State further
perpetuates and advances this emphasis on quality. And students,
those who benefit from the energy and efforts of the administrators
and faculty, also strive for quality.
The importance of students should not be underestimated. I'm
extremly impressed with today's college students and I know I'm
not the only one. Throughout the country people are pointing to
how quiet campuses are these days. Some say it is because college
students are lazy and don't care about anything. Most, however, recognize that students have actually become more serious, not less,
in recent years.
These students are concerned abouit both their futures and the
future in general. They're taking positive steps toward shaping and
improving both. And between the students, the administrators and
the faculty today's universities stand proud as vital and rich cornerstones of the world.
Winona State University is no exception. Thank you.
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List Look
by Greg Abbott

Wanted: A columnist
Do you wanna be here? Do you wanna try to fill
up this big white space week after week? Do you
think you got what it takes? Let me tell you something: it takes certain qualities to be a good
columnist. Here's just a few —
• You have to cut down Senate at least once a
month.
• You must own medical proof that you are
insane.
• You must be a member of the anti-ice cream
bar association.
• You must support the underground dorm haircutting society.
• And you must be able to babble incoherently
on irrelevant topics.
If you get this far, you get to enjoy the benefits
such as: (I was going to leave the rest of the
column blank, but that's already been done
before.)
All sarcasm aside, I'm looking for someone to
fill this spot next year. I'm not promising fun and
games. You have write this column every issue no
matter if a thought strikes you or not.
This column also comes with the guarantee that
you aren't going to please everyone. That doesn't
mean that a person should resort to becoming a
cheerleader for the campus to avoid making any

waves. I want the person who takes this spot over
to have guts — and an open mind.
This means realizing when you're right and
when you're wrong. Take the Senate — please.
Although I do believe Brad's inexperience
hindered the Senate, he is not the only one to
blame. It's like me getting mad at the coach for the
team's performance. Mr. Becker has a valid point.
(See Student Voice.)
This business also teaches you to predict the
response of the column. Just last week I found out
that the term Shiite Shiek, which I meant as a universal term for anyone who has lots of women,
was taken by some people to be a slur against
foreign students.
That was a failure on my part to predict how the
column would be interpreted. And yes, columnists
do make mistakes. I never claimed to be the
Almighty Last Word. I am a student expressing an
opinion. One opinion.
But that opinion must make the students think. I
hope I have done that. Now, is there anyone else
out there who would want to give this a try? Naw, I
knew I'd scare ya off.
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Lack of unity within Senate
caused problems, not Arndt
To the Editor:

Throughout the year, we readers of the Winonan have been
constantly bombarded with
undue criticism of Student Senate President Brad Arndt. Before I
go sticking my neck out too far, I
must point out that I am no fan of
Brad's. I will also admit that I
have found a lot of these derogatory digressions to be quite
humorous.
But if entertainment and personal biases are the only reasons
for downgrading a person's
efforts, perhaps our ill-intended
opinions should be kept silent. It
is my belief that a newspaper's
function is to inform its readers,
not mislead them.

A number of weeks ago, one of
the editorials expressed concern
toward frequent Senate appointments. I am one of those appointed senators, thank you. The editorial wanted us to believe that
Brad Arndt's performance is the
prime reason for half of the
elected senators resigning. I beg
to differ. I am aware that nearly all
of those proverbial dropouts have
left Winona altogether. That
could be an indication of intense
dislike for Brad Arndt, but I don't
think so.
The fingers should be pointed
at the Senate itself with its
power-hungry click-groups that
serve as a disfunction. I say disfunction because they work to

serve a small group of people and
not the student body like they are
supposed to. Several of my
colleagues in the Senate will
readily admit that this is indeed
the case. I'm sure that the
Winonan and the rest of the
Senate will also agree, whether
they are willing to admit it or not.
Indeed next year's administration will have much to catch
up on, but we can't blame that on
one individual. Congratulations
to Mary Hermsen, Jim Schmidt,
and Jeff Krause for their success.
I'm confident that they will execute their positions effectively.
And congratulations to the
Winonan for being fair enough to
print this letter.
Jim Becker

Munson should check facts
before attacking instructor
To the Editor:

Mr. Munson, in your April 4
column, you insinuated an injustice done to a female student
by a teacher. You implied that the
teacher in question was in the
wrong, and that the dean was
"afraid to do anything about it."
We understand the sentiments
that compelled you to write your
April 4 column. What we don't

understand, is why one week
later you apologized to the teacher and gave no substantial evidence for your change of heart.
You said you had a personal
interview with the teacher and
examined his letters to the
female student in mention. We
feel the interview should have
occurred before the first column
was ever written. It appears to us
that you were either too lazy to do
the legwork to document your in-

sinuations or that your comprised
your beliefs and bowed to
external pressures.
We feel you have jeopardized
the integrity of the Winonan by
printing statements you cannot,
or will not, substantiate. Taking
out of context, by quoting your
April 4 column, "This kind of b.s.
is ridiculous."

Seniors: Do you feel that the degree you've
earned at WSU has given you the competence
to find a job in your field?
,

A year has gone by and it looks
as though a person's disappointment over a close friend not winning an election should be gone.
After having read your last two
editorials, it seems that you are
either blind or not looking at the
facts.

First, let's look at the editorial
of April 18. In this editorial you
fully endorsed only one
candidate, our current treasurer.
Let's submit him to the same
scrutiny you have the president.
What has our treasurer accomplished:
• he is the only treasurer not to

Iron-less blood not
from cafeteria food
To the Editor:

WSU Food Service plan and were
turned away for low iron count.
I am responding to Julie That leaves the remaining 75 stuDesch's letter to the editor re- dents off-campus and cooking for
garding the "Bad Blood" caused themselves. Here are some interby eating at WSU's cafeteria. The esting statistics:
• 29 percent off-campus stuletter was written with numerous
assumptions being made with- dents attempting to give blood
out the facts. I was quoted that 96 were turned away because of low
individuals at the last Blood- iron counts;
• 6.5 percent of the students
mobile were deferred (blood not
accepted) because of medical eating at Food Service and atreason. This is true and is part of tempting to give blood were
our Bloodmobile records. turned away.
This shows that the WSU Food
Julie Desch, however, made
the assumption that all 96 Service has a much better track
individuals were on the WSU record when it comes to providFood Service. Our Bloodmobile ing a better blood donor.
Scott Peak
records have a very different
Administrative Advisor,
story to tell. Out of the 96 deferBloodmobile
rals, only 21 students were on the

;
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"Yes. The classes I had have
given me the skills neccessary
to enter the job market."

.,
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John Kelzer, Plainview, Industrial Education/Teaching.
****,

'

"I think they've provided an
adequate program that
touches every aspect of experience I'll need to be qualified in my field, and this gives
me confidence in finding a
job."

,,

Charles Cromer

"I think it did. For such a
small college the professors
give you a professional education. I think you get just as
much of an education as you
would at a larger school and
it's more personal."

Mary Johnson, Minneapolis,
Business Administration/Marketing

Stephanie Rebhan
Julie Butson

make a profit on a book
exchange.
• he was unable to make a
Senate meeting until he was
threatened by the Senate to cut
his pay.
To this student it appears that
the only accomplishment that the
editor used for this endorsement
is that he lives in the same house.
In the April 25 editorial you
accused Brad Arndt of not having
accomplished anything.
Brad may not have been the
best president WSU ever had, but
I believe he has put forth his best
effort.
Brad faced the same problem
anyone coming in from the outside would face. He had to learn
the limits to his power, and learn
to set goals that are within reach.
He also had to face what few
others have faced, a Senate more
willing to work against than with
him.
Brad was able to survive this
and learn from his mistakes. I
wish our editor would learn from
her mistakes. Take a look at the
facts and use them to give
opinions. Also base her endorsements on accomplishments and
not on personal friendship.

III.,

Greg Hansen, Winfield,
Physical Education

„„<„—

Friendship not valid reason
to endorse Senate treasurer
To the Editor:
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Jeri Hall, Shakopee, Art.

...

"I got a start in finding a job
but I don't expect to go right in
and know everything. I'm lookin for an entry level position. I
do have a background that will
help."
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Michelle DuPont, Bloomington,
Accounting/Business
Administration.
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"Yes. The degree I earned at
WSU will enable me to compete in the tight job market in
the Twin Cities."
ox,

\ '
,•\\
Paul Eckert, Winona, Public
Address.

"I strongly believe that it
has. I've already obtained a job
for next fall. I think what I've
learned has helped in instilling
a sense of confidence in
myself."
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Anion steams through Wino!

The Arion, coming from St. Paul, approaches Lock and Dam #5 as the gates start to open.

Once inside t
the Arlon dov
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The Arion steams out of Lock and Dam #5 toward her final destination, New Orleans.
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he locks, drainage ways open to let
In to the next water level.

Two workers aboard the Arion connect the barges together after the second lockage has come
'through.

The Mississippi River is a source of entertainment for the people that live in it's valley and is
also a vital source of transportation for many of
our industries' products.
River transportation is cheap in per ton comparisons with trains or trucks. One barge holds 1500
tons while a large hopper car on a train holds only
100 tons and a semi-trailer only 26.
In order for the tows to travel up or down the
river, they must go through a series of locks and
dams that break the Mississippi River into various
water levels.
These locks raise or lower the tows to compensate for different water levels of the river created
by the dams. The tows enter into a 600' by 110'
chamber which is filled with water to raise the tow
up to the next level or emptied of water to lower
the tow. During the lockage there is approximately
4.3 million gallons of water moved through the
lock.
At lock and dam #5, located 10 miles north of
Winona, they had 533 single lockages and 1477
double lockages for a total of 3487 lockages in
1983.
The locks and dams are operated by the U.S.
government's Corp of Engineers, civilian branch.

Photos & text by Scott J. Brooks

Bud Tibor starts to close the locks in preparation for
the next tow as the Arion heads downstream.
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Vietnam vet hopes politicians
don't repeat past mistakes
by Greg Abbott
Robert Muller, president of
Vietnam Veterans of America,
finds it hard to forget the war. He
has the possible escalation of
troops in Lebanon and his wheelchair to remind him.
And he told a Winona State
audience last week he doesn't
want another Vietnam to happen
to America again.
He said the current situation in
South America parallels Vietnam
and predicts an escalation of
troops if Ronald Reagan is reelected.
"The draft is already back in a
sense," said Muller. "Almost
everyone is registered and the
stage is set. Politicians haven't
learned a damned thing from the
Vietnam war, and you (students)
are going to pay for it."
He parallels the Vietnam police
action to Reagan's police action
in Lebanon.
"The Vietnam political rhetoric
is already filling the headlines
again," said Muller. "You ought to
be nervous. We can't afford to
have a president who sends

troops to countries without identifying the military's objective."
He said the failure of the military to recognize Vietnam as
guerilla warfare was one reason
the war wasn't successful.
"Vietnam was a very different
type of war than World War II. In
guerilla warfare, you're fighting
among the people you're trying to
help," said Muller. "And you can
disregard the old war vets who
say WW II was the big one
because Vietnam was the big
one."
He said 2.5 million tons of firepower were dropped in World War
II compared to 14 million tons in
Vietnam. It was the longest, costliest war ending with the death of
more than 57,000 Americans.
"The thing that bothers me
most about the war is the
silence," he said. "There was no
discussion by political leaders,
no examination of what
happened. Everyone wants to pretend it didn't happen."
Muller fought the battle for the
United State until he was shot in
1969. And now he has been fighting a tougher battle against the

government to get compensation
given to other war vets, but
denied to Vietnam vets.
"Many people say they're sick
and tired of hearing about the
Vietnam vet's needs. They tell us
that when all is done, it was us
that killed women and children,"
he said. "But they have the right to
lay the guilt of what happened on
the backs of the 18-and-19-yearolds that went over there. We may
have pulled the trigger, but you
paid for the ammunition."
Muller was also shocked by the
treatment he received when he returned from the war in 1969.
"We were being portrayed as
killers or junkies," said Muller.
"People knew nothing of what we
went through. We lost our
dreams, the very foundation of
our lives and any pride we had as
Americans."
He said their benefits were
also "shafted." It took 12 years
before the government conducted a survey on comparing benefits, and every comparison put
the Vietnam vet at a distinct disadvantage.

THE

President of the Vietnam Veterans of America Robert Muller.
(photo by Steven Kemmerling)

Second Annual
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This Coupon Good for Free Popcorn

Chloe ist the
cAfternoora

directed by Eric Romer

Wad., 7:30

Sat., 7:00

Fri., 9:05

Sun., 8:35

Our gift to you
for Graduation

expires

5/31/84

Phone 454-2450

Fri., 7:00
Sat., 9:00
Sun., 6:30

Wed. & Thurs. '2.00

■

Shampoo & Cut ••
for men & women 0

$5.50
Thurs., 7:30

•
•

▪ Mon.-Fri. 9 a.m.-6:30 p.m.
■
Sat. by appointment

47 &

88-mile Bicycle Tour
Sunday, May 20, 1984

0

•
•
•

•

Gundersen Clinic- Division of Sports Medicine, Vagabond Touring and Z-93 present
the second annual Le Coulee Classique Bicycle Tour.
Western Wisconsin's coulee region provides the beautiful scenery for the 47 and
88-mile Le Coulee Classique. There are many miles of flats, rolling hills and major climbs
along the route. Make sure you and your bicycle are prepared for Wisconsin "coulee
climbing."
You may do either distance to receive a Coulee Classique t-shirt. Along with the
t-shirt, your entry fee includes: refreshments along the route, use of two sag wagons and
a meal after the ride.
The tour starts anytime between 8:00 a.m. and 9:00 a.m., from Myrick Park, in La
Crosse, Wisconsin.
Entry fees: $9.00 for those pre-registering before May 14.
$10.00 for those registering after May 14, and on the day of the ride.
Advance registration is encouraged. For more information, call 16081782-2453.

■

120 W. 4th
•
•
•
■
Behind Hardee's
% 1011 .11111 COUP0NI• 111 • 111 . 11

Lewiston Country Club
Featuring

Restaurant & Lounge

Winona State
we would like to introduce
you to our Facility Hall and
Banquet Room to seat 300

Sponsored by: Gundersen Clinic - Department of Sports Medicine, Vagabond Touring and Z-93.

Name:
Address:
Gay:
Age:

Catering • Parties
Bar Service • Kegs
Hwy. 14 West, Lewiston
Call 523-9000

Registration Form:
State

Sex: ❑ Male ❑ Female T-shirt size: ❑ M 111 L OXL

Mail this registration form along with $9.00 (before May 141 or $10.00
(after May 141, to: Le Coulee Classique Bicycle Tour, c /o Gundersen Clinic,
Ltd., 1836 South Avenue, La Crosse, WI 54601. One registration form per
person. please.

I assume all the risks associated with the second annual Le
Coulee Classique Bicycle Tour. sponsored by Gundersen
Clink. Ltd.-Division of Sports Medicine. Vagabond
Touring and Z 93. I waive all claims for injuries or losses of
any kind suffered by me while going to, coming from or
participating in the tour. from its sponsors.

-

Signed:
Parent or
Guardian:
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Student Senate ratifies April 17 election results
by Carolyn M. Goetzinger
Student Senate ratified the results of the April 17 election for
next year's Senate officers and
senators at a meeting last week.
In doing so, Senate opted to
take no action against Sophomore senator-elect Paul Fleming.
At a meeting two weeks ago
Senate discussed the possible
disqualification of Fleming for
alleged violations of campaign

rules, but later voted that such
action was unmerited as the case
was resolved by the Judiciary
Board.
Two students said they saw
Fleming deface President-elect
Mary Hermsen's campaign
posters by putting Sen. Rudy
Boschwitz stickers on them.
The two witnesses were to
have testified before the Senate
last Wednesday, but Student

Senate President Brad Arndt,
who chaired the elections committee, said he did not feel it was
proper for the two to appear before the Senate when Fleming
was not there. Fleming was unable to attend the meeting for
personal, verified reasons.
Sen. Charlie Cromer moved to
reconsider a motion made the
previous week that called for the
disqualification of Fleming if he

Hermsen

was found guilty of defacing the
poster, in violation of campaign
rules.
"This should have never come
to the Senate. It should have
gone through disciplinary
channels and through the
Senate's election committee,"
Cromer said.
"This is not the type of
problem that caused votes to go
to Paul. Nor were any votes taken

away from Paul because of this
incident."
The motion for reconsideration
passed as did a subsequent
motion for approval of the April
17 election results.
Fleming was unavailable for
comment.

,d111Millk offers WSU students a

Continued from page 3

"I don't think people realize we
have input into programs here
and input into picking vice presidents and things like that,"
said Hermsen.
Two other areas Hermsen
plans to inform students about
are how the money from the Student Activity Fund Committee is
allocated and how they can get
involved more in academic
affairs.
One problem Hermsen forsees in
trying to increase student awareness is in the time and work it will
take.
"Effective communication to
4,500 people — getting the
message out and constantly
keeping it updated," Hermsen

said, "takes time."
Organization will also be a key
to helping raise the Senate's
credibility, Hermsen said.
One idea, she said, is an orientation handbook for all senators
next year so that they are actually
trained instead of just thrown in.
"The fact that we've all worked
together in the past and have the
experiences is one strong point,"
Hermsen said.
Another strong point for her administration, she said, is the fact
that she has been Winona State's
representative to the Minnesota
State University Student Association this past year and hopes to
be again next year.

BURGER
KING FINALS
FEAST
•
1
•
•
•
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Whopper Jr.® ,French Fries
and Small Soft Drink

••
only
cmCBURGER
• •
■
'6° *° ■KING
••■® ■

Offer Expires May 31, 1984
N 1215 Gilmore
•
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AT THE BOOKSTORE
Quarter

BOOK BUY BACK
8 to 4
8 to 4
8 to 4

Friday May 25
Bring in all the books you
no longer need!
HARDCOVER OR PAPERBACK

8 to 10 AM

a

a

■
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Penguin unmasked
by President Stark
by Greg Abbott

It was a bird...it was a penguin
...No, it was Jeff Marlarski!
The masked Purple Penguin
had students curious about who
was behind the beak, but no one
found out the secret identity until
Pengy "lost his head" while talking to President Thomas Stark.
Malarski took the spot as WSU
mascot because he wanted to
"get some school spirit across."
He said he enjoyed having fun
with the fans and helping get support for the athletic teams.
The penguin was an idea
thought up by WSU senior Dave
Woggon to improve the school
spirit and fan support of college
sports.

F ree

"I'd just like to thank Jeff for
his enthusiasm, President Stark
for his support and everyone else
who contributed in making the
purple penguin a success," said
Woggon.
Woggon is looking for a replacement to fill Pengy's flippers.
What does it take to become a
penguin?
"You have to get the fans to
have some fun, and you have to
have a lot of energy," said
Malarski. He said the foam suit
makes it pretty hot for purple penguin people, but he didn't care
about the heat as long as the fans
were having a good time.
Applications are available at
the Social Cutural Activities
Committee office, Kryzsko
Commons 122.
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HAPPY
HOUR

.""
SUN .1.

3-5
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■
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BAR & CAFE

MONDAY
Marguerita Night
8-12 p.m.

TUESDAY
Rocky Mountain Liquor
Coors

9-12 p.m.
For the price of a
telephone call.

: 30
P.M.
%..
Mon-Friday

THURSDAY

SATURDAY NIGHT

454-6700
909 W. Fifth Street
We use only 100% real
dairy cheese!
Our drivers carry less
than $20.00.
Limited delivery area.

Bloody Mary Special
8-12 a.m.
First Drink Full Price,
All Other Drinks
After That Half Price
9 12 p.m.

Domino's Pizza is the
number one pizza delivery
company in the world For
over 20 years we've been
bringing fast, free 30
minute pizza delivery to
your door. Why not order a
hot, delicious pizza from
Domino's Pizza.

Hours:
4:30pm-1 am Sun.-Thurs.
4:30pm-2am Fri. & Sat.

SATURDAY
MORNING

Bag a Bull Night
Schlitz Malt Liquor
16 oz. can for less than
a dollar from 9-12
-

A Weekend
Special!

Special Price On all
the Beer U-Can-Drink
ih Price Mixed Drinks
8-12 p.m.

WEDNESDAY
-

Domino's
Pizza
Delivers7..

Great
Music

i

The Purple Penguin loses its head when president Thomas Stark unmasks Jeff Malarski. (photo by
Steve Apps)

p19134 Domino's Pizza, Inc

0

-

Just 2 Blocks East of the M.Q.

SUNSHINE
BAR & CAFE
79 E. 2nd

454-7772

.
O

Horse Trails
Week-ends

All United Bike
Storage customers
must pick up their
bikes by
May 12.

Lessons-Sat. &
evenings.

Transportation

provided.
Reservation
required.

Call Gayle454-3305
Big Valley
Ranch, Inc.

SEMCAC FAMILY PLANNING

/111111
S1 loorsosissosolossossowswoofrorrit
oloo
01 any 16"
opsostriwo
V.00
2-item
p izza. per pt•zza.
One coupon
Good -111 rs - Sun. only

-0°
$2ottl

Fast,

free

64 1/2 W. 5th

452.4307

Street

909 \N. Fittti
454-67
?Pone..
390111

A confidential, non-judgemental clinic for family
planning and sexually transmitted diseases. For
appointment phone 452-4307 weekdays 8:30 to
5:00.

Delivery"

1940

0
000010111101111111111111111010111001111111101101100113
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Winonan takes top
national awards

C 4a IDUt WICurt
Nursing Activities

The American Scholastic College Press Association
awarded the Winonan first class honors last week in a
national contest for best college newspapers from colleges
with enrollments above 4000.
Richard M. Plan, contest judge, said "The Winonan is an excellent publication as evident in its writing, layout and
editing."
The Winonan has also received top honors in the Associated Collegiate Press national contest as well as second
place in the Minnesota Better Newspaper Contest this year.

Attention all nursing majors.
We need your input. For the NLN
report, we need to know what
activities you are involved in on
campus. Please come up to the
Nursing department and list them
on the bulletin boards as soon as
possible.

Plan commended Adviser Sandra Bennett, Editor Carolyn
Goetzinger and the Winonan staff for a "truly outstanding
publication."
On April 14, Winona Photography Editor Doug Smyth and
Winona Staff Photographer Steve Apps took honors in the
Wisconsin Nes Photographers Association Contest.
Apps won first place for spot news and Smyth won first
place for picture story.

Companions of Dr. Who will
meet Saturday in the Cinema
Room, Kryzsko Commons from
12-6 p.m. Interested students are
welcome to attend.

Companions of Dr. Who

Campus Ministry Bon Fire

Cooperative Campus Ministry

Bring the Whole Gang to

411,91tatb
FINE FOOD & DRINK

Allocations made
by fund committee
Allocations for Winona State clubs and organizations were approved by the Student Activity Fund Committee May 4.
According to Senate Treasurer Bret Brumm, who also chairs the
committee, the tentative toal of $5,702 is approximately $900 over
what the committee had to allocate. The remaining amount will
have to be approved by University President Thomas Stark.
Libbie Kershaw, vice chair of the committee, said that clubs not
receiving any or as much money as they asked for will be able to
come to the Senate next year and request allocations through the
special request fund.

HAPPY HOUR - DRINKS 2 FOR 1
EVERYDAY!! 5-6p.m.
Ph.
452-3390

is sponsoring a bon fire Friday at 16 from 8:30 to 4:30 p.m. A list of
Prairie Island. Meet at the UCM seniors eligible for graduation is
house at 7:14 p.m. if you need a posted outside the Registrar's
ride. Office.
Commencement practice will
take place in Memorial Hall
Communication Careers Meeting
Hank Tkachuck, Concordia McCown Gymnasium May 21 at 2
College speech and theatre arts p.m. and commencement will be
chair, will meet with students in- May 25 at 2 p.m.
communication
terested
in
WSU Film Society
Thursday noon in the Smog.
The discussion will focus on The Winona State Film Society
communication career opportun- will present Gal/poll Saturday at
ities and placement. 7:30 p.m. in Pasteur 120.
Admission is free with a valid
Frontiash Speakers
WSU I.D. and $1 without.
Executive Vice President of the
Summer Insurance
Minnesota AFL-CIO Bernard
Brommer and Minnesota Front- Students and dependents
lash Director Dean Neumann will who have health Insurance
speak today in Baldwin Lounge at through the Minnesota State Uni3:30 about voter registration, the versity Health Plan for spring
Coors' boycott and other issues. quarter, may purchase summer
The discussions are free and coverage even though they do not
open to the public.
attend summer school. Students
can purchase the insurance
Spring Graduation
coverage by paying the fee ($43Graduating seniors may pickup student only, $409-student and
their honor cords in the Regi- family) at the Cashier's Office,
strar's Office, Somsen 228 May Somsen 214.

JUNCTION HIGHWAYS 14 & 61, WINONA, MN

Early Childhood
Sociology
WSU Film Society
Math/Computer Science
International Club
Chemistry Club
English Club
S.A.M.
Inter-Varsity Christian Fellowship
Cooperative Campus Ministry
Chess Club
Social Work Club
Satoh
Student MN Education Association
Council for Exceptional Children
ROTC
Geology Club
Ski Club
MN Nursing Student Association
Greek Council
WSU Frisbee Club
Biology
Med. Sciences Association

Along with the rest of our fine selection of gifts and
collectables. Hand-crafted by Iris Arc of 32%
lead Austrian crystal these lovable figurines
are ready to fill your world with imagination,
color and light.

Alpha Epsilon Rho
B.C.A.
Music Ed. Nat'l Conf.
G.U.P.S.
ASO
TOTALS

\ Crystal miniatures 3/4" $18 50 each.

ASKED
232.50
1,000.00
4,175.00
2,905.00
750.00
706.00
575.00
700.00
955.50
1,089.00
597.00
450.00
1,000.00
695.00
840.00
1,349.00
1,400.00
450.00
298.00
475.00
4,995.00
2,000.00
315.00
840.00
375.00
780.00
275.00
800.00
$31,022.00
$

RECEIVED
$
.00
50.00
1,241:00
231.00
300.00
205.20
200.00
200.00
434.68
50.00
40.00
148.34
.00
145.00
200.00
195.00
342.13
49.27
63.63
.00
501.00
170.00
96.21
55.00
18.01
60.00
101.26
600.00
$5,702.73

You'll. find lowest average prices in Winona
Just six of many fine creations from the Iris Arc Crystal Kingdom.'"

WAREHOUSE LIQUORS

GREAT FOR GRADUATION

176 East Third Street
452-1821 Winona, Minnesota 55987

77 Plaza East
Hours:

M-Th 9-5
Fri
9-9
Sat
9-5

* Miller 12-pak cans
* Michelob 12-pak bottles
* Stroh's & Stroh's Light 12-pak cans
* Coors & Coors Light 12-pak cans

AT THE BOOKSTORE

GOING HOME -THANK YOU
SPECIALS
SALE DATES May 1 thru May 25th
Less

Clothing • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • .20%
Blankets • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 20%
Records & Tapes.... 20%
U-Create Posters... 30%
Bumper Stickers...
30 ()/o
Screen Printing Kits.... 30%
Towels • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 20%
Pen & Pencil Sets... 10%
Rugs• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 20%
Calculators........... 20%
Watches & Clocks... 20%
Tape Recorders........... 20%
Book Bags................ 20%
All Posters ••••••••••••••• 50%
Puppets & Pillow Pets.... 20%
&, Beauty Aids... 20%
Caps• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 20%
Pop • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •• • • • 20%
College Mugs.... ........ 201/4
Kodak Film. •
10%
Winter Jackets • • • • • • • • 50

N ite Suits Reg $19 95 • • • • • • • • Now $ 1 2 .00
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Forensics team finishes in
style by placing 32 of 116
support the AFA. Traveling to
both the tournaments gives the
The Forensics team finished , younger members of the team a
the year in style. They returned chance to compete on the nalast week from the National tional level also.
Each tournament has a differForensics Association
Tournament in Georgia after plac- ent philosophy behind it, said
Rickey. The NFA uses points taling 32 out of 116.
lied from preliminaries through
According to coach Susan
Rickey, they did as well as they finals where the AFA uses points
had hoped to do. She said that tallied only after the event has
the main purpose for them tra- broken into final rounds, she
veling to this tournament was to said.
give the freshman members a
Qualifying for the tournament
chance to see what national
competing was all about. "It is different also. According to
Rickey, for the AFA tournament
opens their eyes to different
styles and techniques that can an event must break into finals
several times before it is qualibe used."
Rickey also pointed out that fied for the tournament, whereas
few teams travel to both the NFA the NFA only requires that it
and the AFA tournaments. Usu- break into finals once.
"We would like to coach more
ally, she said, the eastern schools
support the NFA and the mid- with the AFA philosophy in
mind," said Rickey.
western and western schools
by Laura Gudbaur

This isn't saying that the NFA
tournament is a breeze, she
added. It is difficult because the
number of events that most
schools bring is quite large. Also,
she said, an event has to make it
through four preliminary rounds
before finals. This means that the
student can't have a bad round if
they want to get to finals, she
said. It's also a little tougher on
the freshmen, she said, because
it is unnerving for them to go into
a room and find that there are
over 400 people competing in
their event.
Individually, she added, the
kids did well. For instance, Paul
Nordgren, freshman, received the
highest possible score in one
round for his event. Vic Vieth and
. Scott Ford also placed in the top
25 of their events.
Continued on page 16

Wait Until Dark's purpose --- to
make you feel terror and scream
by Jim Riccioli

Kathy Wenzel models one of several evening wear fashions at
The Fashion Show sponsored by BCA and the Student Senate
Sunday. (photo by Douglas E. Smyth)

If there is any one purpose of
producing a melodrama such as
Wait Until Dark, it is to elicit
"fear" from people, according to
the production's director Dr.
David Bratt.
So, that's what it and he will try
to do when the play runs six
shows, beginning Thursday night
and running every night through
Tuesday, in the Dorothy B.
Magnus Theater. The
performances will begin at 8 p.m.

"People love to be scared,"
Bratt told the Winonan. "The sole
purpose of the play is to make
people feel terror and
scream...and it does that beautifully."
Elements of the production,
Bratt said, are important in creating the desired atmosphere and
must be executed "like clockwork."
"I enjoy clockwork and things
that are put together well," Bratt
said. "(Wait Until Dark) is a marvelously constructed play and it

makes the audience feel terrified
better than any play I know. Just
as in a clockwork mechanism, the
pieces have to fit together."
The set, which represents a
New York City flat or basementlevel apartment, adds to the
over-all effect, Bratt said. A lot of
things happen to it, including
doors getting broken into, knives
being thrown around it, ashtrays
smoldering on it, etc. And those
events are important, according
to Bratt.
Continued on page 16

Fashion coordinators
logged many hours
by Jim Riccioli
For Genet McTootle and Connie Hanson, coordinators for the
Spring-Summer Fashion Show sponsored by Black Cultural
Awareness and the Student Senate, there were many hours of
work and preparation necessary before the show could go on
last Sunday.
But it did and before an estimated 175 students who were
anxious to see some of the up-to-date fashions offered by local
and region merchants.
According to BCA President Obi Anueyiagu, the fashion show
offered exposure in the form of publicity for BCA and local merchants and was entertainment for students. Some $2000 worth of
clothing was modeled by the 16 WSU and one Saint Mary's
College students who volunteered their time for the event,
Hanson said.
McTootle and Hanson said the models each put in about 20-30
hours in rehearsal time to prepare for the show, which has been
sponsored annually by BCA since 1979.
"I think we put in three times as much time," McTootle said.
"We've been planning the fashion show for two and half
months."
The coordinators, who also had a hand in designing the
posters, writing the fashion's presentations and arranging the
various activities, remained in the Baldwin Lounge Purple
Rooms gathering and organizing the merchandise long after the
reception area had cleared out by 8 p.m.
"Last year when I was in the audience, I thought it was a good
show," Hanson said. "But this year, to me this didn't seem like a
show since we had to help the models back here (in the Purple
Rooms). it seemed like it went well."

Blayn Lemke (playing Harry Roat) whistles a tune from a music box as evidence to convince Jane Burke
(playing Susy Hendrix) that her husband is having an affair with Roat's wife. The melodrama opens
Thursday in the PAC. (photo by Steve Apps)
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MTV would cost more
in Group W proposal
by Jim Riccioli

Paul Eberly (right) tries his balancing skills on the simulated log roll at the Spring Carnival last Friday. He
eventually would tumble into the air mattress, instead of water, behind him. Art Schroeder stands behind
him as a spotter. (photo by Douglas E. Smyth)

A proposal submitted by
Winona's Group W Cable, which
would increase the cost of subscribing to satellite services
while offering a less expensive
12-channel service, is still
pending in the negotiations between the city and franchise.
Of interest to Winona State
students is that, while the proposal would make it cheaper to
subscribe to the minimal services
offered, the cost of receiving the
popular Music Television
Network would almost double the
cost.
Under the proposal set forth by
Group W, services would be split
into three tiers, with each tier becoming progressively more
expensive.
Tier 1 would consist of 12
channels,
primarily
region
stations
from
LaCrosse,
Rochester, Austin-Albert Lea and
Eau Claire. The Weather Channel,
C-Span and the Christian Broadcasting Network would be the
only satellite services offered.
The cost would be $6.95 (plus tax)
monthly, or almost $1 cheaper
than the minimal service currently offered (20-channels, $7.70) by
the Westinghouse franchise.
According to • plant manager
Gary Myhre, the low-cost tier was
proposed because a segment of

the Winona population expressed
dissatisfaction with the current
minimal offering.
"We've been approached by
some elderly and fixed-income
residents who said they were
happier with the 12-channel
system that was used in the early
'70s," Myhre said.
Tier 2 would include all tier 1
channels plus WCCO, KSTP and
KMSP in the Twin Cities, and
satellite services WTBS (Atlanta),
ESPN and USA Network (sports),
Nickelodeon (children's
programming) and CNN (news).
The subscription rate would be
$9.95 monthly.
Tier 3, dubbed the Stereo Service package, would include the
top two tiers, plus MTV, the Nashville Network and FM stereo
hook-up capabilities. The cost
would be $12.95 per month.
Currently, non-stereo MTV is
offered as part of the basic agreement and can be received with a
cable converter, which Group W
rents out at a $1 per month
charge.
Currently, a student choosing
to subscribe to Showtime, the 20channel service and converter
rental is currently paying $21.89 a
month and includes access to
MTV. Costs would balloon to over
$25 without MTV access and $28
with it.

The show did go on
despite poor weather
In keeping with the carnival tradition, the show did go on.
Up and Co.'s annual spring
carnival had to be moved from its

traditional outside location to the
shelter of the East Cafeteria.
According to Bill McKinley, everything was moved inside about
3:30 p.m. Friday because of
inclement weather. "We did start
on time though," he said.
"The carnival has been around

Thinning out your
record collection?
Call Rich at
452-1419 after 8pm.
Best prices paid
or will trade.

r

•

NIKES
LIMITED

COUPON
Save 10% on bicycle
accessories with this
ad and student I.D.
expires 5-31-84

Locks-Pumps-Lights
Racks-Bags-Clothing-etc.
166 Walnut St.

452 4228
-

for a long time," said McKinley.
"It's done basically to kick off the
end of the year." Even food service gets in on the fun by serving
the evening meal outside. This
year, though, they were also
forced inside.
The carnival was complete with
games and prizes. The band
Pedestrians had the carnivalgoers rocking until the "tent"
flaps were drawn and the carnival
finished — until next year.

The Ground
Round
Thanks...
WSU
Students
for their
support.
Have a good summer.
Best Wishes
Graduates
from the

1415 Service Drive

1930 ROSE LACROSSE.

Lakeside Machines Spring Round-up
Show & Shine Cruise
Disc Jockey, Prizes and a Great Time!

Fri. May 11

FISH-n- CHIPS

$ 1 .44

Sat. & Sun. May 12 & 13

BANANA SPLITS $1.00
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Center Aisle
by Daniel Munson
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Well, my friends, this is the last appearance of the Center Aisle.
It's been a long, and sometimes arduous, task to fill this space
every week, but the occasional comments I hear from students and
faculty have also made it very rewarding. Writing this column has
often been like writing a letter to a friend; coming to an end now
rather like breaking off the friendship.
But enough sentiment. As long as I'm still here and you're still
there, I want to remind you of your last opportunity to see the
Winona State Theatre Arts department in action in the 1983 84
school year.
Beginning tomorrow is the mystery Wait Until Dark. It's only
running for five days, so get your tickets now. Attendance at WSU
productions hasn't always been what it could be (but they have
turned people away, so get reservations now!), and this reminds me
of something Vivian Fusillo was quoted as saying last fall:
"It's a pity that students don't take part. At no other time in
their life will they see a quality production for $1 just across
the street. It's the best investment to their whole thinking and
and being. What's two hours out of their life?"
I've been here for five years but I've never really thought about the
advantage of having a theatre so close, so inexpensive, and so
good. I realize now that I've really taken advantage of the situation.
I've seen quite a bit of theater in quite a few different locales, and
I've paid anywhere from $3 to $25 for one ticket, and to be honest
(and trying to put my biases aside for the moment), maybe half of the
other shows I've seen were as good as the WSU productions, and
maybe twenty percent were better (but that includes, mind you,
Broadway touring companies and Guthrie productions).
A common reaction from the student body is that it is just the
"school play" and it's no big deal. Nothing could be further from
the truth. At a university, such as WSU, where there is a degree in
theater offered, there will be students studying for that degree.
These students are striving to be professionals in their field, just as
students studying to be teachers, and chemists, and geologists are
striving to be professional in theirs. To the theatre major, acting in a
show is work — it's a job — and they're going to give it all they've
got, and they deserve an audience — a full audience.
Don't let the opportunity get away from you now. This could be
your last chance to see a top quality production at an affordable
price. That's not to mention the fact that some of the performers in
this next production will probably never be seen again on the WSU
stage as they will soon be off seeking jobs in their theatre
profession.
Remember: Wait Until Dark, tomorrow. Don't miss it!
-

MAY 10-11
MAY 17-19

RUCKUS

KEYSTONE MAY 24-25
SATURDAY MAY 12
Strip
,eas
e

Doors Open at 5:00
Show starts at 6:00
Sure to be a Lady Pleaser! ! •

International Dinner:
Pakistani Baklava?
by Stewart Wolk
Ever eaten Grape Leaves from
the Middle East?
How about Baklava from
Pakistan?
Those will be two dishes
among many when a cuisine fit
for a king, foreign or domestic,
will be served by the international
students of Winona State on May
12 in the East Cafeteria of
Kryzsko Commons at 6:30 p.m.
Tickets are $6.
Guests will experience a cultural expose involving hosts in
traditional dress, an international
fashion show, Tai Chi and
fencing demonstrations, Indian
Folk songs and remarks by WSU
President Thomas Stark.
"Foreign students are very
hospitable and gracious people,"
said foreign student adviser Terri
Markos. "They are anxious for
people to enjoy themselves." The
dinner will be held in honor of the
late Art Tye, a WSU counselor
who died in February.
Club
International
Student
President Mohammed Al-Wehiby
will give an address along with
international student representatives.

The menu includes: Moin Moin,
Nigeria; Peanut Butter Salad,
Sudan; Battan, Libya; Sweet and
Sour Pork, Malaysia; Chicken Kon
Bo, Pakistan; Festive Yellow
Rice, Malysia and Baklava,
Palestine. Students will prepare
the food.
After
dinner,
master
of
ceremonies, Stephanie Halpern,
United Kingdom, and Naseema
Shid, Pakistan, will give closing
remarks.
Markos experienced some
good natured frustration during
planning sessions for the event.
Students would argue over menu
selections and which cultural
activities were worthy of demonstration.
"The planning process is as
important as the dinner," said a
smiling Markos.
Mapping out the menu is an important step, said Markos. She recalled that at a past dinner, the
peanut butter salad contained
four tins of red pepper and one
over indulgent guest was last
seen running for the water
fountain. This year's salad, she
said assuredly, will contain only
one tin.
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Forensics
Continued from page 13

The team took eight of its
members to Georgia for the five
day tournament. Those that went
were: Paul Nordgren, freshman,
Karen Jacobs, freshman, Todd

The Music 111211
b/ Jim kceioli

Campus rockers are special people.
In the world of music, there are many polished
professionals who are considered masters of their
craft or doctors of their trade. That's nice but it
isn't romantic. But there's something special
about the young talents who make up the grass
roots of the various modes of music.
What then carries romance? Campus Rockers,
whose heart and soul is in the music they play and
whose role in music is really not so different from
the big stars we associate with rock and roll today.
Winona State is not deprived as young rock
talent, and on a personal level, I'd like to add that
there was more than I originally thought existed.
Earlier in the school year, I had hoped to
sponsor some sort of jam session for those who
considered themselves campus musicians,
especially in the rock field. I recalled back to the
two years -I spent at Rochester Community College
and how I enjoyed occasionally attending a jam
session as an onlooker. But more importantly, I
noticed how the musicians always seemed to be
having the times of their life jamming with each
other.
The idea of setting up a jam session never materialized and I began to accept as fact that I would
never get to see the young rockers who I knew
must exist somewhere on campus.
Then came SCAC Talent Show and out of nowhere Synergy, a group consisting of three
Richards Hall students, appeared playing their

Nelson, freshman, Kathy

versions of songs by Rush. It was unfortunate that
the sound system in Somsen Auditorium wasn't
up to par that day, but the apparent energy which
they had communicated well.
One week earlier, I had caught a brief glimpse of
MROZ, a group of four members — two current
WSU students, a former student and a Winona
Senior High School girl — who performed at the
Muscular Dystrophy Dance-A-Thon. Same energy.
Same freshness.
Then I recalled that one-half of the rising group
Rebound, who has performed in downtown
Winona on several occasions this year, is made up
of Winona State students. Marty Sonnek and Mary
Speltz have performed as the duet "Marty and
Mary" several times for Prentiss-Lucas in-house
events held last winter in the residence hall.
These people — Marty and Mary, Tim Dallman,
Jeff Troop and John Gosiewski (Synergy
members) and Mike Mroz and Steve Day (MROZ
members — are special people. They represent
what the Rolling Stones, the Who, the Beatles and
other British Invaders did to the youth of the
United Kingdom back in the late 1950s and early
'60s. They were home grown talent, something to
take pride in.
To these people and to those rockers who for
some reason have remained closet musicians, I
encourage to organize some sort of regular jam
session next year. Why should such talent go to
waste?

midtown
Foods ,ER
"Winona's Largest Locally Owned Super Market"
126 East 5th Street
Mon.-Fri. 7 a.m.-10 p.m. Sat. 8 Sun. 7 a.m.-8 p.m.

END OF THE SCHOOL YEAR SPECIALS
Thanks for your business this year
-See you in the fall!
Choice Boneless
Lean U.S.D.A.

Ground Beef
$ 1.49 lb.

Chuck Steak
$ 1.49 lb.

Schweigert Skin On

Gaymont or Old Home
8 oz. Yogurt

Hot Dog
and a

Pepsi

30(P

Thurs. & Fri. 12-6,
Sat. 11-3
Royal Oak 10 lbs.

Charcoal

$1.99

Hawkinson, freshman, Teresa
Pistulka, junior, Bob Sebo, junior,
Vic Vieth, senior, and Scott Ford,
senior.
"The kids seem to be really
fired up for next year with lots of
ideas. I think we look really good

for next year," said Rickey.
Now that the team is finished
with competition for the year,
how will they keep in shape for
next year?

Fear

Continued from page 13

"The set gets used alot —
things happen to the set," he
said. "All the things have to be in
the right place, because of the
nature of the play. If an ashtray
doesn't go off as it is suppose to,
we lose the motivation for an important moment in the play."
All the action, thrown tables
and chairs and all, will remain relatively, and literally, close to the
audience seated in the theater,
which is substantially smaller
than the Main Stage theater next
door. Bratt said that the
production will adapt well to the
circumstances.
Jim Danneker, the chief set
designer for a majority of Winona
State's productions, will once
again cut and carve the scenes
into shape.
But there was something exceptional about Danneker's doing
set work for this particular play,
according to a story which
Jacque Reidelberger,
Communications and Theater
Arts - chair and part-time WSU
Theater set designer, told the
Winonan earlier.
When the Theater department
was considering several scripts
for the year's final play,
Reidelberger said it was decided
that if Wait Until Dark was selected, Danneker would do it. Otherwise, Reidelberger, as originally
was expected, would take his

We, the coaches, will be
talkine, with the returning
members of the team about the
events they will work on for next
year, Rickey said. The kids don't
have to work all summer on stuff
for next year, she said, but some
do keep on the look-out for material with potential.
The team likes to keep in touch
over the summer too, she said.
We send out a newsletter informing the team members of what is
going on and we even get together once just to keep the kids
together, she added.
"I think we have a good team
for next year." said Rickey, "And
we're really looking forward to
next year."

turn in designing a set.
Wait Until Dark was selected
and Reidelberger said he wasn't
"going to stand in Jim's way. If he
wanted to do the set, I told him to
go right ahead."
"I think Jim's turned on by
doing that type of realism," Bratt
said. "He wanted to try staging
the basement apartment set. He
just wanted to see if he could do
it; I think that's largely it."
But, according to Bratt, all is
for naught if the audience doesn't
get involved with the fear and
emotional level.
"If the audience dosen't care,
we're sunk," he said.
The play, produced commercially on Broadway, was designed
to let the suspense and fear build
to higher levels as the play progresses, Bratt said.
"It (the suspense and fear)
starts building and then it stays
at a certain level and then it
builds again and again...Once it
gets started, there's no relief," he
said. "It doesn't go down and let
you take a breath and then start
again."
"This (Wait Until Dark) is melodrama," Bratt said. "There is unprotected innocence threatened
by pure, unmotivated evil."
"I think it does you good to get
your terror out and take a look at
it once in awhile," he said. "One
of our bad dreams has to be
something like 'someone is after
me and I can't tell who it is.'

Face the Music's Top 10
Love at First Sting, Scorpions; Midnight Madness, Night Ranger;
Can't Slow Down, Lionel Richie; Footloose, movie soundtrack;
1984, Van Halen; Hard to Hold, Rick Springfield, movie soundtrack;
Heartbeat City, the Cars; Street Talk, Steve Perry; Body and Soul,
Joe Jackson; Reckoning, REM.

3/9 .00

TROPHIES • PLAQUES • ENGRAVING
DISTINCTIVE GIFTS

Frito 12 oz.

Corn Chips

$1.39

Lower Level Williams Book & Stationery
Downtown Winona
507-452-6531
rrnmEnmeommmolommli
Coupon

Free

Prices Good Thru
Sun. 5-13-84

We rent H&R Steam Cleaners
for 1/2 a day for only $8.00
and our copier costs just 10 4 a copy!

Wham•O-World Class Frisbee
with purchase of any shoe.

Sports-in-Store
3rd & Franklin
U

Void on sale items

454-2442
Expires 5/16/84
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Sports Calendar
Baseball
Friday, May 11
District Championship
St. Paul

Softball
Friday, May 11
Bi-District Tournament
Kenosha, WI

Softball captures District 13 Title
by John Paul Schaller
The Winona State softball team
earned a shot at a spot in the
National Tournament last weekend as they won three out of four
games in the District 13 Tournament held at West End Field.
The District 13 Champions will
travel to Kenosha, WI, where they
will face the University of Wisconsin-Parkside in the Bi-District
Tournament. The winner of the
best-of-three series will advance
to the National Tournament at
Indianapolis, IN.
Warrior pitching was the high
point on Friday as they swept
their first two games 7-0 and 7-1
against Bemidji and Southwest,
respectively.
In the first game the Warriors
trounced Bemidji 7-0, behind the
one-hit pitching of Michele Flood.
Flood was riding a no-hitter
until the fifth inning when the
Beaver's Janet Wraspir swatted a
lead-off single.
Flood finished the game with
eight strike-outs and only one
walk. She faced 24 batters.
Head Coach Steve Juaire was
pleased with Flood's
performance saying that "she
has been out best pitcher in the
clutch this year and Saturday
showed why."
According to Juaire Flood
"just went in there and mowed
them down."
Although Juaire is pleased
with her performance this year,
he is quick to point out that all of
his pitchers have been doing well

Warrior Julie O'Neil scores the winning run against Southwest to give WSU the District 13 Title. (photo by Steve Apps)

this year and he credits part of
the Warriors success to his pitching staff.
In the second game the
Warriors looked as tough as they
were in a rerun of the first game.
WSU was leading 7-0 into the

bottom of the seventh inning and
Lori Hill was working on a nohitter. Southwest, however,
pounded out three hits and
scored one run before Hill could
retire the Pintos with the score at
7-1.

The Pintos kept the contest
close for three innings at 1-0, but
WSU broke loose in the next two
innings, scoring three runs in
each and sealing a Warrior victory.
Juaire felt that concentration

was the key to both the Warrior
victories on Friday.
Saturday presented a whole
different situation for the
Warriors as they could only

Continued on page 20

Warrior '9' clinches conference title
by Wayne Bower

WSU pitcher Ted Benson can barely hold in his excitement as he watches action during the Warriors
double header against Bemidji. (photo by Douglas E. Smyth)

The Warrior baseball team won
the 1984 Northern Intercollegiate
Conference Championship this
past week. They did so by sweeping a double header from the University of Minnesota-Morris, and
a pair of twin bills from Bemidji
State Unversity.
The Warriors started the week
off by defeating Morris 12-2 and
14-1. In the first game Brian
Barnholdt went 4-4 blasting 2
solo home runs, a triple and a
single. Brent Gaustad contributed three hits including a solo
home run with four RBI's.
Barnholdt and Gaustad combined
for seven of WSU's 12 hits to
pace the Warrior defense.
Neither Barnholdt or Gaustad
slowed down a bit in the night
cap. Each added two hits and two
RBI's, Gaustad added another
solo home run. Barnholdt finished the day with six hits in as
many at bats with 4 RBI's,
Gaustad was 5-6 with 6 RBI's.
Greg "Stu" Johnson went the
distance in the first game to pick
up his third win, while Tim Riedel
went the route in the second
game to earn his third win.
WSU entered the four game
series with BSU, tied for first with

Southwest State University.
There wasn't really a first game
of the series, instead sophomore
shortstop Dan Walseth put on a
clinic on the finer arts of hitting
home runs.
When Walseth's show was over
he had hit three home runs (tieing
a school record for home runs in
one game), drove in 10 runs (setting a school record for RBI's in
one game), scored four runs and
hit a triple just for the fun of it.
His 45 RBI's on the season earns
him yet another space in the WSU
record books.
The Warriors won the first
game 16-3, with Brain Hansche
picking up his seventh victory
against three losses. Gaustad
was 3-3 on the game but was over
shadowed by the "Walseth Home
Run Hour."
Ted Benson pitched 5 1/3 to pick
up his fourth victory of the year,
as WSU won the night cap 3-1.
Benson struck out ten before
giving way to the Warrior's Jay
Krzmarzick. Krzmarzick entered
the game with runners on first
and second. A double play got
WSU out of trouble in the sixth.
Krzmarzick cruised throughout
the seventh and earned his fifth
save of the year.

Continued on page 20
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Warrior golf teams

re are for state tourneys

Marston looks to improve team 's
3rd place conference finish

Women's golf team makes history
Buck selected
to national tourney places 6th in national tournament

by Greg Abbott

The men's golf team may have
ended the season with a third
place conference finish, but
Coach Dwight Marston said the
team can win the District 13 NAIA
championship Friday and
Saturday and continue if the team
puts out some extra effort.
"Bemidji won last year and
they have the same kids back, so
they'll be tough to beat," said
Marson. "But if we can put it together and get our concentration,
we stand an excellent chance to
win."
The Warriors will be going head
to head against Bemidji and
Gustavus, the top two teams in
the division, and Saint Thomas.
"We want to play them and
we'll be out to get the championship," said Marston. It'd be a
great thing to see our seniors

lead us on to the national tournament."
The golf team finished the regular
season with a runaway team
championship in the 10-team
Rochester invitational Monday
with 317 strokes — the closest
team was Carleton College with
350 strokes.
Brett Barcel took medalist with
a 77. Brad Leiverman, John Buck,
Bill Banton, Paul Kieffer and
Scott Rindahl all had 80s.
Winona State also came in
fourth at the University of Minnesota tournament with a 462. The
University of Minnesota won the
tournament with a 450.
At the Northfield Invitational,
Winona State came in second
with a 302 behind Gustavus' score
of 290.
Scott Rindahl and Bill Banton
scored 75 and John Buck and
Brett Barcel had 76.

r CLASSIC TRAVEL
We sell-

by John Paul Schaller

John Buck has been selected
to participate in the NCAA Division II golf tournament at Gannon
University in Eerie, Penn.
Coach Dwight Marston said it
is the first time [n Winona State
history that the team has placed
an individual into the national
tournaments.
Each division is alloted 12
spots — 10 of which are filled by
the top two conference teams,
Bemidji and Gustavus.
The
72-hole
national
tournament will have teams from
six states. Individuals are selected by their stroke average, their
against
other
performance
teams
and
division
recommendations from other
coaches.
"John's worthy of the opportunity," said Marston.

116 Center, Winona
454-7800

EURAIL PASSES

CHARTER & BULK AIR FARES
YOUTH HOSTEL CARDS

The Winona State women's
golf team made history on May 2
when they finished sixth, at the
first NCAA National Invitational
Tournament.
The Warriors finished just
ahead of their Minnesota rival,
Mankato State, in the seven-team
tournament.
WSU put together a three-day
score of 1,052 in the tournament,
which was held at the Florida
State University Golf Course in
Tallahasse, Fla.
Barb Ward was the medalist for
the Warriors carding rounds of
83, 84 and 90 for -a total of 257.
Rhonda Goetz was right behind
her with a 260, while Cheryl
Polipnick finished at 262.
Rounding out the scores for WSU
were Deb Willette with a 277 and
Julie Puetz with a 287.

Head Coach Joyce Locks felt
that the Warriors' performance
was a success. "They played with
every ounce of life they had. They
were out there playing the very
best they could," said Locks.
Locks felt that the difference in
climates was a major factor, saying that most of the southern
teams are able to play all year
around.
Locks summed up the tournament by saying that WSU's
scores in Tallahasse would have
been very competitive in Minnesota and all over the Midwest.
With the national tournament
over, Locks is now preparing her
team for the state tournament.
"We try to keep our scores consistent with each other — consistent and grouped together," said
Locks.

ATTENTION
Coin Collectors
and Investors
We are buying and
selling all coin collections
including proof sets,
mint sets, Indian pennies
through silver dollars.
Paying highly competitive
prices for all scrap gold
and silver metal. We also
buy and sell paper
money.

We'll Spring You To Europe!

For Sale we have an
assortment of:
• 14K Gold Jewelery
Collector coins
• Beautiful
half cents thru silver dollars.
* 1 ounce thru 100 ounce .999
silver rounds and ingots.

THE COIN CORNER
163 Lafayette St.
Winona, MN 55987
507-454-2274 or 507-454-2277

The makers of Budweiser, Bud Light, Michelob, Michelob Light and Natural Light Beers
would like to thank the students and faculty of Winona State University for making this year's
Anheuser-Busch sponsored events a great success. Anheuser-Busch has been the proud
sponsor of the following WSU events:

For further information concerning AheuserBusch products or events contact your
Anheuser-Busch College Representative,
Steven Rosenberg at 452-1399/555 1/2 Huff St.,
Winona State University. "Making friends is our
business."

• Anheuser-Busch Marketing Seminar
Tennis
• Budweiser-Intramural
Tournament
• Budweiser's participation in WSU's
1983 Homecoming Parade
• A donation to the WSU band to aid
them in their trip to the Metrodome
• Bud Light 3 on 3 Basketball
Tournament
• Anheuser-Busch's Wearable Sale
with part of the proceeds donated to
support the United Way
• Budweiser's Spring T-shirt and Hat
Sale Fling with part of the proceeds
donated to the Muscular Dystrophy
Association and its Jerry Lewis M DA
Telethon.

• "Know When to Say When" drinking
awareness campaign presented to
over 1000 Winona State students
the
Budweiser
• Sponsors
of
Intramural Highlights of the Month in
the Winonan.
Anheuser-Busch is proud, to be
involved with Winona State Univeristy.
Anheuser-Busch appreciates your
patronage toward our events and products. Please, for your sake and the
sake of others, drink alcoholic
beverages responsibly and moderately. "Know When to Say When."
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Keister wants track team
`to give it all they got'

From Left Field
by John Paul Schaller

by Greg Abbott
Have I got a deal for you. All you have to do is give me $56 a
quarter and I will spend it for you. Of course, I'll spend it in your
best interest on things that I think you will like me to spend it on.
Okay, maybe it wasn't such a good idea, but if you think about, a
good percentage of Winona State students are already doing this,
only instead of giving the money to me, they give it to the
University.
That's right, some of you probably didn't even know it, but WSU
charges all of its students $56.60 a quarter for student activity fees.
This activity fee is supposed to be spent on the social aspects of
college that are not supported by the education and maintenance
fund.
The biggest complaint that I hear from students about the
activity fee is that they don't have any say in how it is spent.
This complaint is not really valid. If WSU students were more
involved with WSU, they would have more of a say as to where their
money is spent.
I know that it is pretty late in the year to be preaching at the
students to get involved, but this afternoon is as good a time as any
to have a say in how your money is spent.
Enough of the long "fill up space" introductions.
I want you people to get up off of your butts and get over to the
Student Senate meeting this afternoon at 3 p.m. in the Purple
Room.
I don't know, or care for that matter, what is on the agenda for the
meeting, except that the Senate will be voting on a three year plan
to improve the WSU weight room.
Does the WSU weight room need improvement?
Yes. Most of the area high schools have better weight facilities
than WSU. That doesn't say much for good old WSU, but if people
show their support at the Senate meeting today something can be
done.
The three main people behind this push for improving the weight
room are Rick Elbers, a Resident Assistant, Steve Juaire, Director
of Intramurals, and Kevin Capple, Head Trainer.
Elbers started his quest for improvement about three months ago
and got nowhere fast. But with the help of Juaire and Capple they
have developed a three year plan to improve the weight room
The proposal asks for $2,000 a year for three years, 2/3 of which
will come from the Student Activity Fee ($2,000 from the fund itself
and $2,000 from the Intramural Department, which gets its money
from the Activity Fee) and 1/3 will come from the HPER Department
and the individual athletic teams.
According to Juaire, the money would just be enough to raise the
standards of the weight room to minimum standards.
At 3 p.m. today the decision will be made on whether or not
money will be allocated for the proposal.
There is no reason that WSU students should pay $56 a quarter
and then buy a membership to the YMCA because they don't want
to wait their turn to use inadequate weight room facilities.
There are over 100 people using that weight room every day so
this proposal is a valid one and it is also a chance for WSU students
to have some say in how their money is spent.
So get off your butts and show up this afternoon.
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Jewelry and Watch Repair
63 Plaza East
Winona, Minn. 55987

Men's track Coach Bob Keister
is looking for his team to "give it
all they got" when they participate in the outdoor conference
meet Friday and Saturday at
Moorhead.
Winona State placed fourth in
the indoor meet, and Keister
wants to improve with a second
or third place finish.
"Moorhead is too strong. They
have 40 people on the team. We
have 14 people," said Keister.
"But with some sacrifice and 100
percent effort, we can do it."
The team is coming off victories in the Minnesota Invitational
Meet where four out of six
Warriors placed.
Scott Bestul qualified for the
national meet with a 9:16:04 in

the 3,000 meter steeple — a
personal high and fifth best run in
the nation.
Mike DeLio placed sixth in the

With some sacrifice
and
100 percent effort,
we can do it'
■ ■

11111
111
111
pole vault with a 6' 6" jump.
Brian Guillette took first place
in the javelin throw with a throw
of 186 feet.
Enofe Osakue qualified for the
nationals and placed third in the
100 meters with an 11.06 time and

took third in the 200 meters with a
22.3 time.
"He didn't run well at the invitational," said Keister. "But he
assured us he would win the 200
and 100 meters in the conference
meet."
He said Joel Kiekbusch, 800
meters; Jim Scott, 10,000 meter
hurdles; and Bob Warner, pole
vault; all stand a chance to place.
"Our team is small, but a very
dedicated bunch," said Keister.
"Winning a top spot is all mental
attitude, and we're out to do a
good job. The meet will show how
bad we want it."

For Sale
Overstuffed Couch
Great Shape $20
Call Al at 452-6647

Now in stock for May 25th Graduation. Your personal
Commencement announcements. They can be
purchased in any amounts and the cost is only .45
each.
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Baseball
Continued from page 17

Head Coach Gary Grob and his Warriors congratulate each other after completing a four game sweep of Bemidji State and
winning the conference championship. (photo by Douglas E. Smyth)

Applications are now being accepted for the
position of Business Manager of the WINONAN.
for Spring Quarter of the 1984-85 school year.

Softball
Continued from page 17

Apply to Cheryl Lattery at 113 Phelps Hall,
Deadline for applications, May 10, 1984
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And Save, Too!
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manage three runs in two games.
The Warriors, however, after
losing the first game 5-2 came
back in the second game of the
double elimination championship
behind the one-hit pitching of
Flood. This time Flood rode her
no-hitter through seven and onethird innings.
The Warriors managed to score
a run for Flood and defeat Southwest 1-0.
In the first game Deb Oppegard
was the loser, but Juaire felt that
she deserved a better fate than
she received.
"We had some errors behind
Deb that gave them their runs,"
said Juaire.
In the second game Flood was
again near perfect, giving up the
only nit in the last inning.
The Warriors winning run came
in the fifth inning when Patrice
Ricci doubled and her pinch

The Warriors found themselves
with a game lead when Southwest lost one of their two games
on Friday. WSU needed just one
victory on Saturday to win the
Conference crown, instead the
Warriors did one better winning
both ends of Saturday's twin bill.
WSU took the first game 14-5
behind the fine pitching of John
Wike. Barnholdt's two run home
run highlighted a 5 run third
inning.
BSU sent three runners across
the plate in their half of the
fourth, the Warriors came back
with six runs in their half.
Wike was relieved in the sixth
by Krzmarzick who notched save
number six. The win boosted
Wike's record to 4-1.
The victory clinched Coach
Gary Grob's fourth Conference
Title in his seventeen years at
WSU.
WSU heads up to St. Paul for
the District Championship on
Friday. The next stop would be
Joplin Missouri for the Area
Championship and then onto
Idaho for the National Championship.

runner, Julie O'Neil, scored on a
single by Rochelle Solberg.
This weekend the Warriors will
battle UW-Parkside at Kenosha,
WI in a three game series. Juaire
feels that WSU's hitting has to
improve if they are to win the
tournament.
"I am concerned about the hitting. We are no longer at the point
where we can rely on just our
pitching and defense to win the
ballgame," stated Juaire.
Juaire feels that UW-P will be
tough competition, even though
WSU defeated them for a
National spot last year.
According to Juaire, "We
surprised them last year, but
there will be no surprise this year,
they are expecting us to be
good."
The Warriors defeated UW-P
last year 4-3 in 16 innings, lost 7-6
in 9 innings and won 4-2 to advance to the Nationals.

FINGER FOODS
Corner of Sarnia and Washington Streets
Acros, Irom Maxwell R Lough., Fields

('all:

454-2860
Free Dorm Delivery

It's as easy as renting a Ryder truck, one way.
Compare costs before you make plans for moving at the end of
the semester.
If you're 18 or older and have a valid driver's license, you can
use a Ryder truck, rent-it-here, leave-it-there. Load up your
stereo, 10-speed, clothes; everything. You'll still have room, no
doubt, for one or two friends with their things to share the cost
Compare that to the price of a plane ticket Or even a bus.
Plus shipping.
Rent a newer truck from the best-maintained, most dependable fleet in the world - Ryder. The best truck money can rent
Ryder offers special discounts to all students and faculty.

WE WILL BE REPRESENTED BY:

Dow's Skelly
it RYDER TRUCK RENTAL
iTynen CONTACT:
Nissiammmagni

454-6215
( 507)
iiminsimmimiiiimma

Fastest Campus
Delivery
11 am - 1 pm
and 5 pm -12 am
Thank you for your business
and support. Have a good
summer! See you next year.
Don't forget that our
coupons in last week's
Winonan are good until
May 25th.

